Investing Matters –
Activate an Optimal Investment Plan
Guardian Investor ProFreedom Variable Annuity SM

EASING THE PRESSURE POINTS 1

Guardian Investor ProFreedom Variable Annuity, SM
also known as ProFreedom, SM is a deferred variable
annuity, which is a long-term financial product designed for
retirement planning and implementation. Simply stated, an
annuity offers you an opportunity to accumulate assets over
time and then to receive guaranteed payments for as long as
you live or a set period of time.
All annuity guarantees, including annuity payments, death
benefits and any optional benefits, are backed exclusively
by the strength and claims-paying ability of The Guardian
Insurance & Annuity Company, Inc. (GIAC).
GIAC is a wholly owned subsidiary of The Guardian Life
Insurance Company of America (Guardian). Guardian is
a mutual life insurance company with over 150 years of
financial experience and has an ongoing tradition of offering
a diversified range of insurance products. GIAC continues
Guardian’s tradition of offering diversified retirement
solutions through our different annuity product lines.

PRESSURE POINTS OVER THE LONG TERM
Life Has Ups And Downs – It’s All About How You Deal With Them
Investing is an integral part of building wealth, but with investing comes market
volatility. Over the past few years, there has been a great deal of investment
turmoil (volatility). Investors had to endure a period of housing and credit crisis,
encountered a few periods of market recovery, as well as coped with a European
debt crisis and resolution. As you see from the chart below, these investors
experienced a roller-coaster ride.
How did you react? Were you running for the hills or did you ride through the
downturns holding on to what you had left in preparation for the next recovery?
How you fared during these up and down periods depended on your portfolio –
not only your mix of stocks, bonds and cash, but the style of investments and risk
level within each of these categories.
The chart below shows how 13 different indices (listed at right), representing a
wide range of asset classes (stocks, bonds and alternatives) and investment styles
within these asset classes (within alternatives, this includes commodities, real
estate and master limited partnerships)—performed over some recent volatile
periods. The market downturns can sometimes last a few months, like the
European debt crisis, and other times can last years, such as the housing and
credit crisis.
There are many other episodes of volatility (market downturns followed by
recoveries) that occurred prior to the housing and credit crisis shown below,
such as the dot-com bubble that lasted from March 2000 to October 2002. It is
difficult to predict when we will encounter the next downturn or recovery, and
the duration of each period, but staying the course has historically been the best
strategy for weathering each of these phases of volatility.

■ Alerian MLP Infrastructure
■ Citigroup World Government Bond
■ Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond
■ BofA Merrill Lynch US 3-Month Treasury Bill
■ Dow UBS Commodity Index
■ FTSE Nareit All Equity REITs
■ HFN CTA/Managed Futures Index
■ HFN Long/Short Equity Index
■ HFN Merger/Risk Arbitrage Index
■ HFN Multi-Strategy Index
■ MSCI EAFE (Net)
■ Russell 2000®
■ S&P 500®
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YOUR BEHAVIOR CAN REAP

POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE RESULTS
We understand that often our natural behavior in the face of volatility is to react,
but at what cost if you have a long-term perspective? Let’s look at the chart below
and see what the impact was like for those who stayed invested through some
recent periods of market volatility, versus those who chose to play it safe and
invested more conservatively—in our example, in Treasury bills.
As you look at this chart, the top image illustrates the value of a $100,000
investment in the stock market at the end of October 2007 (when the downturn
began). Over the next several quarters, this $100,000 investment declined
significantly, and by February 2009, it was down to $49,051, a 51% decline. If an
investor panicked and exited the stock market to invest the remainder ($49,051)
in Treasury bills, here’s what would have happened.

About The Data:
Source: Morningstar.
Returns and principal invested
in stocks are not guaranteed.
Treasury bills are guaranteed by the
full faith and credit of the United
States government as to the timely
payment of principal and interest.
Stocks have been more volatile than
bonds or cash. Holding a portfolio
of securities for the long term does
not ensure a profitable outcome and
investing in securities always involves
risk of loss. The stock market is
represented by the Standard &
Poor’s 500 ®, which is an unmanaged
group of securities and considered to
be representative of the U.S. stock
market in general. The beginning
investment time period of October
2007 was chosen to illustrate two
concepts: (1) investing right before
a significant market downturn; and
(2) the contrast between exiting the
stock market and staying invested
during a recovery. The exact
timeline of the downturn-recovery
is as follows: October 2007 (peak
before the downturn), February
2009 (trough), and March 2012
(recovery). An investment cannot be
made directly in an index. The data
assumes reinvestment of income
and does not account for taxes or
transaction costs.
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The bottom graph illustrates the growth of the $49,051 investment in both the
stock market and Treasury bills since March 2009. The difference in the ending
wealth values of the two investments is considerable. If an investor remained
invested in the stock market from March 1, 2009, through December 31, 2012,
the ending value of the investment would be $103,333. If the same investor exited
the market at the bottom to invest in Treasury bills, the ending value of the
investment over the same time period would be only $49,201.
BENEFITS OF STAYING INVESTED THROUGH MARKET VOLATILITY
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While exiting the market during a downward spiral may mean avoiding some
down days, it also means missing days when the market bounces back. While all
recoveries may not yield the same results, investors may be well advised to stick
with a long-term approach to investing for retirement.

PRESSURE BREEDS INNOVATION
FIND NEW WAYS TO MANAGE INVESTMENT RISK
Following these periods of volatility, a few mutual fund companies introduced
a new approach to investing to help investors weather market volatility.
Risk-managed funds arose with an emphasis on managing downside risk
while potentially allowing investors to participate in market recoveries. These
risk-managed funds are variations of the traditional asset allocation models.
With our Guardian Investor ProFreedom Variable Annuity,SM a selection of
risk-managed funds is available to you as investment allocation options.

Risk-Managed Investment Options Are:
ACTIVELY
MANAGED TO
MITIGATE
DOWNSIDE RISK

FOCUSED ON
PROVIDING A STEADIER
RETURN EXPERIENCE

DESIGNED FOR GROWTH WITH
DIVERSIFICATION ACROSS ASSET
CLASSES & MANAGERS

These investment options help build investor confidence to remain fully invested
in a growth-tilted portfolio.
Risk-managed Investment Options don’t have a long track record due to their
recent introduction into the marketplace, but have been building a momentum
of investor interest. In many respects, risk-managed funds can be beneficial to
investors who are nervous about market volatility and desire a lower level of
risk. These funds seek to mitigate overall volatility of returns and limit extreme
outcomes in times of market stress, without sacrificing long-term growth potential.
Risk-managed Investment Options help offset periods of increased market
volatility. The controlled nature of these investments is intentionally diversified
and based on investment manager risk factors. In many cases, they rely on
quantitative models that look at risk factors across the globe in determining the
appropriate allocation among stocks, bonds, commodities and even currencies.
An individual investor in our Guardian Investor ProFreedom Variable AnnuitySM
could decide to place 100% of their investments in these funds or add these
options as part of their overall investment mix.
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ALTERNATIVES BREAKING

THROUGH FOR INVESTORS
Alternative funds have become
a more common investment
option available to the everyday
individual investor. Individual
investors have begun to
recognize that when confronted
with volatile financial markets,
alternative investment funds
are another way to diversify
their portfolios.

Traditionally, alternative investment options were only available to sophisticated
institutional investors (like college and university endowments, foundations and
pension plans) because of very high initial investment minimums, substantial
fees, minimum requirements in terms of investor net worth, long lockup periods
and limited redemption windows. Institutions found that combining alternative
assets within a diversified portfolio helped lower volatility — especially when the
markets were less predictable.
Over the 10 years ended December 31, 2013, many individual alternative asset
classes (all of the blue bars shown in the chart below) demonstrated relatively
high levels of volatility compared with traditional U.S. stocks and bonds (the
two green bars). The combination of these alternative asset classes into a single
portfolio (shown in the red bar) leads to a lower level of overall volatility due to
the benefits of diversification. In other words, lower volatility of returns through
diversification can help smooth overall performance.
Adding a blend of diversified alternative investment options to a traditional
allocation of U.S. stock and bond investment options can potentially create a
portfolio that strives to achieve a balance between positive returns and lower
volatility of returns, as can be seen in the hypothetical portfolio allocations on page
8. Please note, diversification does not protect against a loss or guarantee a profit.
ASSET-CLASS VOLATILITY (10 YEARS ENDED 12/31/2013)
■ Alternative Asset Classes ■ Traditional Asset Classes

36.3%

21.8%
18%
14.6% 13.3%
11.3% 11%

About The Data:
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Market Neutral

Merger Arbitrage

U.S. Bonds

Currency

Diversified Alternatives

Managed Futures

Long/Short

Global Infrastructure

U.S. Stocks

Commodities

Global Real Estate

3.4% 3.4% 3.2%
Gold

Source: Morningstar.
Volatility is measured by standard
deviation, which is historical and
may not have been as favorable
over other time periods. It depicts
how widely an investment’s returns
vary from its average return over
a certain period. The higher the
standard deviation, the higher the
volatility. This data is for illustrative
purposes only and does not
represent any specific product. The
values of equity investments are
more volatile than those of other
securities. Fixed-income investments
are subject to interest-rate risk, and
their value will decline as interest
rates rise. Alternative investments
can be less liquid and more volatile
than traditional investments and
often lack longer-term track records.

9.5% 8.5%

Commodities are represented by the Dow Jones-UBS Commodity Index. Currency is represented by the Morningstar
Currency category (tracks the performance of portfolios that invest in multiple currencies through the use of shortterm money market instruments, derivatives and cash deposits). Global infrastructure is represented by the MSCI
World Infrastructure Sector Capped Index (tracks the performance of infrastructure stocks). Global real estate is
represented by the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Real Estate Index (tracks the performance of developed-market
REITs). Global stocks are represented by the MSCI World Index (tracks the performance of global equities). Gold
is represented by the S&P Global Gold BMI Index (provides exposure to industries in the production of gold and
related products). Long/short is represented by the Morningstar Long/Short category (tracks the performance of
funds that hold sizable stakes in both long and short positions in equities and related derivatives). Managed futures
are represented by the Dow Jones Credit Suisse Managed Futures Index (seeks to gain broad exposure to managed
futures strategies). Market neutral is represented by the Morningstar Market Neutral category (attempts to reduce
systematic risk created by factors such as exposure to sectors, market-cap ranges, investment style currencies
and/or countries). Merger arbitrage is represented by the Morningstar MSCI Merger Arbitrage category (tracks
the performance of merger arbitrage strategies for investors who have hedged their currency exposure back into
U.S. dollars). U.S. bonds are represented by the Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index (a proxy for the broad, U.S.
investment-grade bond market). U.S. stocks are represented the S&P 500 ® Index (tracks the performance of 500
leading U.S. stocks and is widely considered representative of the U.S. equity market).

PROVIDING AN ANSWER —

GUARDIAN INVESTOR
PROFREEDOM VARIABLE ANNUITYSM
WHY INVEST USING A VARIABLE ANNUITY
A variable annuity is a long-term contract between you and an
insurance company like The Guardian Insurance & Annuity
Company, Inc (GIAC), pursuant to which the insurance
company provides you with the opportunity to receive periodic
lifetime payments. It contains investment options that have the
potential to help you accumulate greater retirement savings.
Variable annuities give you:
• The opportunity for tax-deferred* investment growth (won’t get taxed on
any gains until withdrawn);
• Death benefits if you would like to leave assets for your selected beneficiaries;
and
• Annuity payout options to provide retirement income streams for your life
or for a specified period of time.
To learn more about any of these benefits, see the prospectus or product client
kit materials.

Quick Fact:
*Taxes owed on investment gains
remaining in the annuity are
postponed (deferred), allowing
more money to remain at work
for you. You should know that
any withdrawal of gains is subject
to ordinary income tax, and may
be subject to a 10% penalty tax
if withdrawn before you have
attained the age of 59½.
Important Note about TaxDeferred Annuities and IRAs –
There are no additional tax benefits
if you purchase the annuity to fund
an IRA or qualified retirement
plan. Therefore, you should use a
variable annuity in such retirement
plans only if the insurance benefits
(e.g., death benefits, income-forlife payouts) merit the annuity’s
additional costs.

ENABLING YOU TO STAY THE COURSE
The Guardian Investor ProFreedom Variable AnnuitySM offers investors the
opportunity to allocate their assets into investment options that include a mix of
investments such as stocks, bonds and other asset classes like alternatives.
MIX OF ASSET CLASSES

Alternative

Risk-Managed

Equity

Sector-Focused

Fixed Income
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OUR APPROACH

BUILDING AN OPTIMAL PORTFOLIO
GIAC’s selection process to identify our investment options involved a five-step
evaluation process. Beginning with a universe of approximately 3,000 registered
institutional investment products, fund managers were selected based on a
proprietary screening process that evaluated risk-adjusted returns relative to
their benchmarks and peer group, and looked at various measurement statistics
common in the fund industry and upside/downside characteristics over multiple
time periods.
As we narrowed our universe of investments to a more manageable list, we
interviewed our managers to assess each firm’s stability, and evaluated the
consistency of their investment process, competency of the investment team,
growth in product assets, as well as fund performance attribution, holdings and
returns-based style analysis, and competitiveness.
We also screened each manager’s performance during the periods of crisis and
recovery that we described at the beginning of this brochure. Additionally, we
use various aspects of our screening process on an ongoing basis as we evaluate
the long-term effectiveness of each manager in the product.

INVESTMENT EVALUATION PROCESS

■ Initial Screening = Review 3,000 Investment Product Universe
■ Fund & Fund Manager Identification
■ Comprehesive Analysis (Narrowed Down to 300 Funds)
■ Portfolio Manager Interviews
■ Final Selection = Over 30 Investment Options
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BLENDING HIGHLY RECOGNIZABLE FIRM NAMES WITH

BOUTIQUE FUND STRATEGIES
Each investment company was scrutinized based on the firm’s culture,
repeatability of their investment process, franchise stability and capabilities in
monitoring investment and portfolio risk. This multi-step process resulted in the
following organizations from the universe of fund management companies and
investment strategies:
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HYPOTHETICAL

PORTFOLIO ALLOCATIONS
Understanding that diversification continues to be the driving force behind easing some of the effects of sharp declines from
securities market risk and volatility, we’ve created sample portfolio allocations to showcase how you can benefit from diversifying
your investments. By looking at sample models like the Aggressive, Growth, Moderate and Conservative models shown below, you
can create your own investment mix based on your risk comfort level. The Aggressive model represents a hypothetical portfolio
for those with a high level of risk tolerance, the Growth model represents a hypothetical portfolio for those with a relatively high
level of risk tolerance, the Moderate model shows a hypothetical portfolio for those with a moderate level of risk tolerance, and the
Conservative model shows a hypothetical portfolio for those with a relatively low level of risk tolerance.
As of March 31, 2015
AGGRESSIVE

GROWTH

MODERATE

CONSERVATIVE

Fixed Income
5%
Equities
50%

Alternatives
35%
Equities
60%

Hypothetical
Allocation Strategies
Index Listing
Alerian MLP Infrastructure1
Barclays Multiverse8
Barclays U.S Aggregate15
Barclays U.S. Treasury Inflation
Protected Securities (U.S. TIPS)2
BarclayHedge BTOP 5011
BofA Merrill Lynch US High Yield9
HFRX ED Merger Arbitrage12
HFRX Equity Hedge7
MSCI ACWI Ex US Net14
MSCI EAFE Value Net13
MSCI Emerging Markets (EM) Net17
Red Rocks Global Listed Private
Equity Index18
Russell 1000 ® Growth5
Russell 2000 ® Growth4
Russell 2000 ® Value16
Russell Midcap® Growth10
Russell Midcap® Value3
S&P 5006
S&P 5006
Total Allocation:

Fixed
Income
20%
Alternatives
30%

Alternatives
25%

Fixed
Income
35%

Comparable Guardian Investor
ProFreedom Variable AnnuitySM
Investment Options
ALPS/Alerian Energy Infrastructure Portfolio
Ivy Funds VIP Global Bond Fund
Pioneer Bond VCT Portfolio
American Century VP Inflation Protection Fund

Fixed
Income
50%

Equities
40%

Alternatives
20%

Equities
30%

Percent Allocation as of March 31, 2015
Aggressive

Growth

Moderate

Conservative

5.80%
0.00%
1.20%
3.00%

5.00%
2.00%
3.70%
12.00%

4.20%
2.00%
12.00%
15.00%

3.40%
14.00%
15.00%
15.00%

Mariner Managed Futures Strategy Portfolio
Ivy Funds VIP High Income Fund
The Merger Fund VL
Guggenheim VT U.S. Long Short Equity Fund
Oppenheimer International Growth Fund/VA
MFS® International Value Portfolio
Morgan Stanley UIF Emerging Markets Equity Portfolio
ALPS/Red Rocks Listed Private Equity Portfolio

5.80%
2.00%
5.80%
5.80%
2.00%
2.00%
10.00%
5.80%

5.00%
2.30%
5.00%
5.00%
2.00%
2.00%
6.00%
5.00%

4.20%
6.00%
4.20%
4.20%
2.00%
2.00%
4.00%
4.10%

3.40%
6.00%
3.30%
3.30%
2.00%
2.00%
3.00%
3.30%

Fidelity VIP Growth Opportunities Portfolio
ClearBridge Variable Small Cap Growth Portfolio
Putnam VT Small Cap Value Fund
Janus Aspen Enterprise Portfolio
American Century VP Mid Cap Value Fund
Franklin Growth and Income Securities Fund
Value Line VIP Equity Advantage Fund

10.00%
2.00%
8.00%
2.00%
8.00%
15.00%
5.80%

12.50%
2.00%
3.00%
2.00%
8.00%
12.50%
5.00%

10.00%
2.00%
3.00%
2.00%
5.00%
10.00%
4.10%

7.00%
2.00%
2.00%
2.00%
2.00%
8.00%
3.30%

100%

100%

100%

100%

The color-coded lines relate to the asset classes shown in the hypothetical allocation strategies above. For complete names of the
Investment Options, please see page 10 or prospectus.
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These models are intended to show the effects of diversification and are for educational purposes for investors and their financial
advisors. They are not intended as investment advice. Individual circumstances may vary, and an investor should discuss his or
her financial situation with his or her financial advisor before investing. There can be no assurance that the models will produce
an investor’s desired results. The Guardian Insurance & Annuity Company, Inc. and its affiliates do not offer the models as an
investment program, but may publish them from time to time. The published models and hypothetical allocations may change
without notice.
Average Annual Return (Periods Ended 03/31/15)
Return*
1-Year
5-Year
Aggressive
7.90%
10.39%
Growth
7.77%
9.94%
Moderate
7.01%
9.09%
Conservative
5.21%
7.71%

Average Annual Standard Deviation** (Risk)
(Periods Ended 03/31/15)
1-Year
Aggressive
7.38%
Growth
6.38%
Moderate
5.50%
Conservative
4.72%

5-Year
11.27%
9.56%
7.99%
6.61%

*	Return showcases the gain or loss of the index for the period shown. The return consists of the income and the capital gains indexes represented by the
portfolios.
** Risk represented by standard deviation, which is a measure of how much an investment’s returns can vary from the average return of the index.

Average Annual Return (Periods Ended 03/31/15)
Alerian MLP Infrastructure
Barclays Multiverse8
Barclays U.S Aggregate15

1

Barclays U.S. Treasury Inflation Protected Securities
(U.S. TIPS)2
BarclayHedge BTOP 5011
BofA Merrill Lynch US High Yield9
HFRX ED Merger Arbitrage12
HFRX Equity Hedge7
MSCI ACWI Ex US Net14
MSCI EAFE Value Net13
MSCI Emerging Markets (EM) Net17
Red Rocks Global Listed Private Equity Index18
Russell 1000 Growth5
Russell 2000 Growth4
Russell 2000 Value16
Russell Midcap Growth10
Russell Midcap Value3
S&P 500 ®6

1-Year
0.47%
-3.76%
5.72%

5-Year
14.93%
2.49%
4.41%

3.11%

4.29%

19.51%
2.04%
4.35%
2.37%
-1.01%
-2.90%
0.44%
0.42%
16.09%
12.06%
4.43%
15.56%
11.70%
12.73%

3.38%
8.40%
2.29%
1.19%
4.82%
5.27%
1.75%
12.17%
15.63%
16.58%
12.54%
16.43%
15.84%
14.47%

The chart above shows historical performance information for the indexes used in the portfolios shown on page 8.
The charts shown on page 8 are for illustration purposes and represent hypothetical combinations of equity, fixed income and alternative indexes that are comparable
to the benchmarks for the funds offered as investment option sub-accounts in the Guardian Investor ProFreedom Variable AnnuitySM. The four combinations of asset
classes are generated using mean variance optimization software, which creates a hypothetical portfolio of diversified indexes based on an optimal combination of
portfolio return and risk (as measured by standard deviation) over the historical time periods shown ended March 31, 2015.
The performance results shown at the top of this page represent the hypothetical performance of the combinations of equity, fixed income and alternative indexes
identified in the chart on page 8 and do not represent the performance results of any sub-accounts or combinations of sub-accounts available within the Guardian
Investor ProFreedom Variable AnnuitySM. The hypothetical returns assume quarterly rebalancing based on the allocations shown in the chart and assume that no
withdrawals were taken from the portfolios. The hypothetical returns do not include deductions for sub-account level fees and expenses or for charges under
the variable annuity contract, such as mortality and expense fees, surrender charges, or other expenses that may be incurred under the variable annuity contract.
Returns would be lower if these charges were included. It is not possible to invest directly in any of the indexes shown. Index returns do not reflect any deductions
for expenses. Performance data quoted represents a hypothetical calculation of past performance, which does not guarantee future results.
Actual performance for the periods presented above may have varied from the hypothetical performance, and current performance may
be lower or higher than the hypothetical performance presented. The investment return and principal value of an investment will fluctuate
so that an investor’s shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than the original cost. Your model performance may differ, based on the
variable annuity selected, the mix of portfolios and allocations selected, and the time of investment.
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INVESTMENT OPTION LINEUP (AS OF MARCH 31, 2015)

GUARDIAN INVESTOR
PROFREEDOM VARIABLE ANNUITYSM
Fixed Income
American Century VP Inflation Protection Fund (Class II) A,D,F
Fidelity VIP Money Market (Service Class 2) H
Ivy Funds VIP Global Bond Fund A,B,D,E
Ivy Funds VIP High Income Fund A,D,E
Pioneer Bond VCT Portfolio (Class II) A,C,D,E,F
Equities
American Century VP Mid Cap Value Fund (Class II) A,B
Fidelity VIP Growth Opportunities Portfolio (Service Class 2) A
Franklin Growth and Income VIP Fund (Class 2 Shares) A,D,E
Janus Aspen Enterprise Portfolio (Service Shares) A,B,D
ClearBridge Variable Small Cap Growth Portfolio (Class II) A,B
MFS ® International Value Portfolio (Service Class) A,C,F
Oppenheimer International Growth Fund/VA (Service Class) A,B,C,D,F
Putnam VT Small Cap Value Fund (Class IB) A,B
Morgan Stanley UIF Emerging Markets Equity Portfolio (Class II) A,F
Sector-Focused
Janus Aspen Global Technology Portfolio (Service Shares) A,D, F
T. Rowe Price Health Sciences Portfolio II A,C
Van Eck VIP Global Hard Assets Fund (Service Class) A,B,C,F
Virtus Real Estate Securities Series A,C
Risk-Managed
AB VPS Dynamic Asset Allocation Portfolio (Class B) A,B,D,E,F
Invesco V.I. Balanced-Risk Allocation Fund (Series II) A,C,D,F
Lazard Retirement Multi-Asset Targeted Volatility Portfolio (Service Shares) A,B,D,E,F
Legg Mason Dynamic Multi-Strategy VIT Portfolio (Class II) A,B,C,D,E,F
PIMCO Global Multi-Asset Managed Volatility Portfolio (Advisor Class) A,B,C,D,E,F
Alternative
ALPS/Alerian Energy Infrastructure Portfolio (Class III) C,D, E,F,G
ALPS/Red Rocks Listed Private Equity Portfolio (Class III) A,C,G
Deutsche Alternative Asset Allocation VIP (Class B) A,B,C,D,E,F,G
Guggenheim VT Multi-Hedge Strategies A,B,C,D,E,F,G
Guggenheim VT U.S. Long Short Equity Fund A,B,C,D,F,G
Mariner Managed Futures Strategy Portfolio (Class II) A,D,E,F,G
PIMCO Unconstrained Bond Portfolio (Advisor Class) A,D,E,F,G
Putnam VT Absolute Return 500 Fund (Class IB) A,B,D,E,F,G
The Merger Fund VL A,D,F,G
Value Line VIP Equity Advantage Fund G, I, J, K
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Risk Disclosures. While all funds involve some risk, including possible loss
of principal amount invested, there are some additional risks to consider
when investing in certain types of funds or certain types of asset classes that
comprise a fund’s portfolio. For further information on risks associated with the
various funds, see the fund prospectuses.
[A] Foreign Securities and Emerging Markets Risk. Investments in foreign
securities involve special risks, including changes in currency rates, foreign
taxation and differences in auditing standards and securities regulations,
political uncertainty and greater volatility. These risks are magnified in
emerging markets.
[B] Small-cap and Mid-cap Companies Risk. Risks associated with investments
in small- and mid-cap companies include less publicly available information,
higher volatility, and less liquidity than investments in larger companies.
[C] Concentration Risk. Investments concentrated in specific industries,
market segments, regions or securities may be subject to increased share
price volatility.
[D] Debt Securities Risk. Investing in bond funds or funds that invest any of
their assets in debt securities exposes the contract owners to the general risks
of investing in debt markets, such as interest rate, credit, and prepayment risk.
Generally, when interest rates rise, bond prices fall, and when interest rates fall,
bond prices rise. Therefore, an increase in interest rates would decrease the
value of a bond fund’s holdings. The ability of an issuer of a debt security to
repay principal prior to a security’s maturity can cause greater price volatility
if interest rates change. Credit risk is the risk that a bond issuer will default by
failing to make the required payments on its debt obligations.
[E] High-yield Debt Securities Risk. Investments in high-yield bonds or
lower-rated and unrated debt securities are subject to greater credit risk
and price fluctuation than investments in higher-rated securities.
[F] Derivatives Risk. Since the value of a derivative instrument derives from an
asset, the use of derivatives involves risks different from, and possibly greater
than, the risks associated with investing directly in the assets. Derivatives can
be highly volatile, illiquid, and difficult to value.
[G] Alternative Risks. Investing in alternative asset classes involves special
risk because they may be highly speculative and leveraged or may use various
hedging techniques, like options and derivatives. Hedging techniques could
increase losses, since they are not reflected in historical standard deviation
measurements. Also, there may be unique tax implications if the fund is traded
in foreign markets and may be highly dependent on the manager’s techniques
for investing and selecting appropriate risk. Often, alternative asset classes
are subject to less regulation than publicly offered investments because
alternatives are not registered under U.S. securities laws or similar laws in
other countries.
[H] Money Market Fund Risk. Investments in money market funds are neither
insured nor guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or any
other government agency. Although the fund seeks to preserve the value of
your investment at $1.00 per share, it is possible to lose money by investing in
the fund.
[I] Fund of Funds Risk. The risk that the Fund’s investment performance
and its ability to achieve its investment objective are directly related to and
depend on the performance of the underlying securities, such as the closed-end
funds or ETFs in which it invests. The Fund’s investment in underlying funds
exposes the Fund to the risks associated with the types of securities in which
the underlying fund invests and the investment techniques that they employ.
Market fluctuations will change the weightings of the underlying funds in the
Fund’s portfolio from their target weightings. The Fund is subject to the risks of
the underlying funds in direct proportion to the allocation of its assets among
the underlying funds. Shareholders in the Fund will bear the Fund’s operating
expenses as well as the Fund’s proportionate share of the expenses of the
underlying funds. It is possible to lose money by investing in underlying funds.
[J] Closed-End Funds Risk. The risk that closed-end funds in which the Fund
invests will expose the Fund to negative performance and additional expenses
associated with investment in such funds, and increased volatility. Closed-end
funds frequently trade at a discount from their net asset value (“NAV”), which
may affect whether the Fund will realize gain or loss upon its sale of the closedend funds’ shares. Closed-end funds may employ leverage, which also subjects
the closed-end fund to increased risks such as increased volatility.
[K] Exchange-Traded Funds (ETFs) Risk. The risk that the ETF will not closely
track its benchmark index, or that the value of an ETF will be more volatile
than the underlying portfolio of securities the ETF is designed to track, or that
the costs to the Fund of owning shares of the ETF will exceed those the Fund
would incur by investing in such securities directly.
[L] Expense Risk. The risk that the Fund’s expense structure may result
in lower investment returns. You may invest in underlying funds directly. By
investing in underlying funds indirectly through the Fund, you will incur not only
a proportionate share of the expenses of those underlying funds held by the
Fund (including operating costs and investment management fees), but
also expenses.

VARIABLE ANNUITY QUICK FACTS

FOR GUARDIAN INVESTOR
PROFREEDOM VARIABLE ANNUITYSM
Issue Ages
• IRA: 18 – 90
• Non-Qualified and Roth IRA: 0 – 90
Premiums
• Initial Minimum:  
• B Share $10,000 ($5,000 for qualified contracts)
• C Share $25,000
• Subsequent Minimum:  $100
• First year premiums cannot exceed $1 million.
• In the second contract year and later, the maximum premium cannot
exceed the lesser of $100,000 or the total first year premium without prior
permission from an authorized officer of GIAC.
• Total premiums over the life of the contract cannot exceed $3 million
($6 million over all GIAC deferred variable annuity contracts).
Maximum Annuitization Age: 100
Contract Charge: B Share 1.00%; C Share 1.70%
Calculated based on the accumulation value in the variable investment options
Surrender Charge: B Share 7-Year declining charge: 8%, 7.5%, 6.5%, 5.5%, 5%,
4%, 3%, 0% thereafter; C Share: No Surrender Charge
Expenses of Variable Investment Options: Annual gross operating expenses,
which include management fees, 12b-1 fees and other expenses associated
with the variable investment options, range from 0.50% to 4.70%. Annual net
operating expenses after the application of any fee waivers and/or expense
reimbursements (which may or may not be applied every year) range from 0.48%
to 2.53%. These two ranges are for the year ended December 31, 2014. These
expenses may change in the future. Actual charges will depend on the variable
investment options you select.
Investment Options: Over 30 variable investment options
• An owner can choose up to 25 variable investment options at any one time.
• Optional Rebalancing–Upon election, automatic quarterly transfers of
amounts in the variable investment options will be made to maintain the
desired allocation as selected by the contract owner. Contract Value of
$10,000 is required to elect and maintain the program.
Death Benefits: For no additional cost, the standard death benefit will provide
your beneficiary the contract value, less annuity taxes. If you prefer, you can
purchase an optional enhanced death benefit (subject to certain age restrictions)
that can provide further security for your beneficiaries at an additional cost.
Death benefit options must be elected on the application.
Optional Benefit: The Guardian SecureFuture IncomeSM (also known as DIA
Rider) provides you with a future stream of annuity payments that is guaranteed
to last the lifetime of the owner/annuitant based on the premiums transferred
into this rider. There is no additional cost to elect the DIA Rider, but it must be
elected on the application; it is not available for election post-issue.
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Disclosures for charts shown on pages 8 and 9:
The following risk management constraints were applied to the charts
so that appropriate diversification across asset classes and underlying
investments could be achieved:
I.	Aggressive Portfolio - Maximum asset class constraints: 60% equity
(35% large-capitalization equities, 10% mid-capitalization equities,
5% small-capitalization equities, 10% international
equities), 35% alternative investments and 5% fixed income.
II.	Growth Portfolio - Maximum asset class constraints: 50% equity
(25% large-capitalization equities, 10% mid-capitalization equities,
5% small-capitalization equities, 10% international
equities), 20% fixed income and 30% alternative investments.
III.	Moderate Portfolio - Maximum asset class constraints: 40% equity
(20% large-capitalization equities, 7% mid-capitalization equities, 5%
small-capitalization equities, 8% international equities), 35% fixed
income and 25% alternative investments.
IV.	Conservative Portfolio - Maximum asset class constraints: 30%
equity (15% large-capitalization equities, 4% mid-capitalization equities, 4% small-capitalization equities, 7% international equities), 50%
fixed income and 20% alternative investments.
V.	Individual allocations for the equity and fixed income indexes range
from 2%–15%.
VI.	Individual allocations for the alternative indexes are derived by
equal weighting the asset class allocation (e.g., 30% for the Growth
Portfolio) by the number of alternative investment indexes.
Performance of each index reflects the publicized value and does not
include the impact of variable annuity fees and insurance charges. The
indexes are not available as investment options in the Guardian Investor
ProFreedom Variable AnnuitySM and are not available for direct investment.
The following are the indices that are used in the portfolios:
1.

Alerian MLP Infrastructure Index is a composite of 30 core energy
infrastructure companies in North America. The index constituents engage in the transportation, storage, and processing of
natural resources.

2.

Barclays US Treasury Inflation Protected Securities Index is a
market value-weighted index that tracks inflation-protected
securities issued by the U.S. Treasury.

3.

Russell Midcap Value Index is an unmanaged index that measures
the performance of those Russell Midcap companies with lower
price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth values.

4.

Russell 2000 Growth Index is an unmanaged index that measures
the performance of those Russell 2000 companies with higher
price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted growth values.

5.

Russell 1000 Growth Index is an unmanaged index that measures
the performance of those Russell 1000 companies with higher
price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted growth values.

6.

S&P 500 Index is an unmanaged, weighted index composed of 500
widely held common stocks varying in composition.

7.

HFRX Equity Hedge Index maintains positions both long and short
in primarily equity and equity derivative securities. A wide variety
of investment processes can be employed to arrive at an investment decision, including both quantitative and fundamental techniques; strategies can be broadly diversified or narrowly focused
on specific sectors and can range broadly in terms of levels of net
exposure, leverage employed, holding period, concentrations of
market capitalizations and valuation ranges of typical portfolios.

8.

Barclays Multiverse Index is an unmanaged index comprised of
securities that represent the global bond market.

9.

BofA Merrill Lynch U.S. High Yield Index tracks the performance of
U.S.-dollar-denominated, below-investment-grade corporate debt
publicly issued in the US domestic market.
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10. Russell Midcap Growth Index is an unmanaged index that
measures the performance of those Russell Midcap companies
with higher price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted
growth values.
11. BarclayHedge BTOP50 Index seeks to replicate the overall
composition of the managed futures industry with regard to
trading style and overall market exposure. The index employs
a top-down approach in selecting its constituents. The largest
investable trading advisor programs, as measured by assets under
management, are selected for inclusion in the index. In each
calendar year, the selected trading advisors represent, in
aggregate, no less than 50% of the investable assets of the
Barclay CTA Universe.
12. HFRX ED: Merger Arbitrage Index employs an investment
process primarily focused on opportunities in equity and equityrelated instruments of companies which are currently engaged
in a corporate transaction. Merger Arbitrage involves primarily
announced transactions, typically with limited or no exposure to
situations which pre-, post-date or situations in which no formal
announcement is expected to occur. Opportunities are frequently
presented in cross-border, collared and international transactions
which incorporate multiple geographic regulatory institutions,
which typically involve minimal exposure to corporate credits.
13. MSCI EAFE Value Index is a subset of the MSCI EAFE Index,
and constituents of the Index include securities from Europe,
Australasia (Australia and Asia) and the Far East. The Index
generally represents approximately 50% of the free-float-adjusted
market capitalization of the MSCI EAFE Index and consists of those
securities classified by MSCI Inc. as most representing the
value style.
14. MSCI ACWI ex USA With Net Dividends Index is a free-floatadjusted market capitalization index that is designed to measure
the equity performance in the global developed and emerging
markets, excluding the U.S. Dividends are reinvested after the
deduction of withholding tax, using tax rates applicable to
Luxembourg holding companies, as Luxembourg applies the
highest rates.
15. Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index is an unmanaged, broad-based
index designed to measure the U.S.-dollar-denominated, investment-grade, taxable bond market. The index includes bonds from
the Treasury, government-related, corporate, mortgage backed,
asset-backed and commercial mortgage-backed sectors.
16. Russell 2000 Value Index is an unmanaged index that measures the
performance of those Russell 2000 companies with lower price-tobook ratios and lower forecasted growth values.
17. MSCI Emerging Markets With Net Dividends Index is a market
capitalization-weighted index composed of different emerging
market countries in Europe, Latin America, and the Pacific Basin.
The index is constructed and managed with a view to being fully
investable from the perspective of international institutional
investors. Dividends are reinvested after deduction of withholding
tax, using tax rates applicable to Luxembourg holding companies,
as Luxembourg applies the highest rates.
18. The Red Rocks Global Listed Private Equity Index includes
securities, ADRs and GDRs of 40 to 75 private equity companies,
including business development companies, master limited
partnerships and other vehicles whose principal business is
to invest in, lend capital to or provide services to privately
held companies.
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Variable annuities are long-term investment vehicles designed for retirement
planning that involve certain risks, including possible loss of the principal amount
invested. The investment return and principal value may fluctuate so that the
investment, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than original cost.
This brochure must be accompanied or preceded by the most current Guardian
Investor ProFreedomSM performance flyer.
Withdrawals affect the variable annuity’s death benefit, cash surrender value and
any living benefit and may also be subject to a contingent deferred sales charge.
Withdrawals of taxable amounts from a variable deferred annuity will be subject
to ordinary income tax and possible mandatory federal income tax withholding.
If withdrawals are taken prior to age 59½, a 10% IRS penalty may also apply.
Variable annuities and their underlying variable investment options are sold
by prospectus only. Refer to the Guardian Investor ProFreedom Variable
AnnuitySM prospectus and the prospectuses for the available investment
options for more complete information about the annuity contract and
the underlying portfolio investment objectives, risks, charges, limitations
and expenses. Prospectuses contain important information, including fees
and expenses. You should read the prospectus carefully before investing or
sending money. You should consider the investment objectives, risks, fees
and charges of the investment company carefully before investing. The
prospectus contains this and other important information. To download
a contract or fund prospectus, please visit www.GuardianLife.com.
Guardian Investor ProFreedom Variable AnnuitySM is a service mark of and
issued by The Guardian Insurance & Annuity Company, Inc. (GIAC). All
guarantees are backed exclusively by the strength and claims-paying ability
of GIAC. Individual variable annuities are issued by GIAC, a Delaware
corporation, and distributed by Park Avenue Securities LLC (PAS). GIAC is a
wholly owned subsidiary of The Guardian Life Insurance Company of America
(Guardian). PAS is a wholly owned subsidiary of GIAC. Guardian, GIAC and
PAS are located at 7 Hanover Square, New York, NY 10004.
Product provisions and features may vary from state to state.
PAS is a member: FINRA, SIPC
www.GuardianLife.com
Not a deposit | Not FDIC or NCUA Insured
May Lose Value | No Bank or Credit Union Guarantee

The Guardian Insurance
& Annuity Company, Inc.

7 Hanover Square
New York, NY 10004-4025
www.GuardianLife.com
EB017084 (06/15)
2015-4349 (Exp. 03/17)
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